QUASIMEASURES AND OPERATORS COMMUTING WITH CONVOLUTION G. I. GAUDRY
Let G be a Hausdorff locally compact abelian group. In this paper we characterise completely those continuous linear operators T from C 0 (G) (the space of continuous functions with compact supports endowed with the inductive limit topology) into M(G) (the space of measures with the vague topology of measures) which commute with convolution: T(f*g) = (Tf)*g. They are represented by convolution with a "quasimeasure". As a corollary of this theorem, we have the result that the space of multipliers from L p (G)(p Φ oo) to L q (G) is isomorphic to a subspace of the space of quasimeasures.
The quasimeasures are defined as the elements of the dual of a certain inductive limit of Banach spaces. We develop some of the theory of pseudomeasures and of quasimeasures and establish the structural relationship of quasimeasures to pseudomeasures.
Throughout, G will denote a Hausdorff locally compact abelian group, X its character group. M, M bd , M c will denote the spaces of measures, bounded measures and measures with compact supports respectively. Where necessary, we shall write M(G), M(X) etc. to distinguish the spaces of measures etc. over G and X. We shall write ε α for the Dirac measure at the point a.
Several function spaces will be of importance: C will be the space of continuous complex-valued functions. C c with denote the space of continuous functions with compact supports, regarded topologically as the internal inductive limit of the spaces C c>κ (the space of continuous functions with support in K, K compact, and the usual sup norm topology). The support of a function feC will be denoted [/] . L p (l ^ v ^ °°) will be the Lebesgue spaces determined by Haar measure, the elements being equivalence classes as usual. The Haar measures dx, dχ on (?, X respectively will be assumed normalised so that PlanchereΓs Theorem holds.
A(G) will denote the space of Fourier transforms of functions integrable over X. By virtue of the semi-simplicity of L\X), A(G) is isomorphic to U(X). We define the topology of A(G) so as to make it a Banach algebra under point wise multiplication as follows: 
compact. Note that A C (G) is dense in A(G).
/ v will denote the reflection of a function /.
In this paper, we characterise completely those linear mappings T: C c -> M, continuous for the inductive limit topology on C c and the vague (σ(M, C c )) topology of measures on M, which commute with convolution:
In order to do this, we introduce the concept of quasimeasure. In Section 2, some of the basic properties of quasimeasures are established.
1* Pseudomeasures and their properties*
The concept of pseudomeasure is already well-known (Kahane [9] ). For completeness, we set down the definition and derive several important properties of pseudomeasures. DEFINITION 1.1. We denote by P(G) the dual of A(G) (with its topology as defined above). The elements of P(G) are called pseudomeasures.
The Fourier transform of σ e P(G) is defined as follows: σ is the continuous linear form on U(X) given by
Note that σ can be identified with an element of L°°(X). This will often be done. We define the convolution of two pseudomeasures via the Fourier transform:
(1.1.2) (tfi*tf 2 r = <?i ^2 .
With this definition of multiplication and the topology as the strong dual of A(G), P(G) is, under the Fourier transform, isometrically isomorphic to L°°(X).
Note further that M bd (G)d P(G) and that we can easily define multiplication of a pseudomeasure by a Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a bounded measure:
It is necessary to be able to define the support of a pseudomeasure and in order to make this definition, we establish a lemma on partitions of unity for A(G 
Consider then the quotient Banach algebra B = L^X)/^, where I o is the closed ideal of functions in U(X) whose transforms vanish on K. B is isomorphic to the algebra of restrictions to K of functions in A(G). Its maximal ideal space is K. But φ > 0 on K, so φ \ K is invertible, whence the desired result. Note that the support as defined in 1.4 coincides with the support of a continuous function as usually defined, so there is no confusion in the notation [σ] .
It is of interest to be able to characterise the pseudomeasures with point support, and we have the expected result: THEOREM 1.5. If σ is a pseudomeasure with point support {a}, then σ -λε α for some scalar λ.
Proof. Since σ is a pseudomeasure on G, we have \σ(?)\^M\\f\\ x (feU(X)).
Suppose 
Evidently, D κ (G)(zC c , κ+κ {G)
and ||w|U ^ p κ \\U\\D K where ^ is the measure of K. 
Proof. Suppose that (u n )T is a Cauchy sequence in D K (G).
It will be sufficient to show that a subsequence of (u n ) converges to an element of D K {G). Without loss of generality then, we may suppose that || u n+ι -u n || Dκ £ 1/2-(w = 1, 2, . •). Write |[ u x \\ Dκ = C. We may also write the following expansions: We may now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. D(G)czA c (G),D(G) is dense in A e (G), hence is dense in A(G), and the topology of D(G) is stronger than that induced by A{G

(G) c A C (G).
Further, || u \\ Λ{σ) = lim || s n \\ Λ{m ^ X K J^T \\A IU II Λ IU, and we have then that ||w|U#) ^ λ^ || u \\ Dκ^) m
. this implies that the topology of D(G) is stronger than that induced by A(G).
To 
. M{G)cD\G) and P(G)<zD'(G).
We now prove a theorem which gives a characterisation of those quasimeasures which are measures. 
Proof. Since geD(G), geC c (G) and f v *geD(G). T thus maps into D(G).
To see that T is continuous, observe that if we restrict T to a given D K (G), the restriction is certainly continuous. For suppose that
The proof is now complete.
Note next that / v * g(ζ) = \ f{η)g{ξ + η)dη for f,ge C C (G); so it is natural to define s*f£D'(G) as follows (2.9.1) s * f(g) = 8(/ v * flr) (flr We now study the continuity of the map /-*s*/. The result we obtain will be improved in Section 3.
LEMMA 2.10. The mapping f-+s*f from C C (G) into D'(G) is continuous for the inductive limit topology on C C (G) and the weak σ(D', D) topology on D'(G).
Proof. Suppose geD(G), (/<) a net converging to zero in C c , κ (K a fixed compact subset of G).
. Then f iv *geD Ko and / iv *0-*O in D^. So 8*/^) -0. Thus the restriction of the map f-+s*f to each C C)jS: is continuous, and it follows that the mapping /->s*/ is continuous from C C (G) into D'(G).
As for measures and pseudomeasures, we need the concept of the support of a quasimeasure. For this we need: χ-'udμiχ) is an element of D K (G) (Edwards [4] , (8.14.14)). The series for χ~xu is uniformly convergent in D K (G) and its partial sums are uniformly bounded. The second assertion of (2.11.1) follows. Later we shall need to be able to write down a quasimeasure which has compact support, and which is equal to a given quasimeasure on a given open relatively compact set. To be able to do this, we define what is meant by βs for μe M bd (X) , s e D'(G).
LEMMA 2.15. If μ^M hd (X), the mapping u->βu is continuous from D K (G) into D(G).
Proof. By Lemma 2.11, the mapping is certainly into D(G). If u e D K {G) and χ e X, then
Ilχ-^IU*^ IIMIU*. SO, DK i" I Continuity follows immediately.
We can now make our definition.
DEFINITION 2.16. If μ e M hd (X), s e D'(G), we define βs e D'(G) by (2.16.1) βs(u) = s(βu) (u e D{G)) .
Some of the most important properties of quasimeasures, in particular their structural relationship with pseudomeasures, are where c κ is a constant independent of β. This completes the proof of (ii).
(iii) follows immediately once we note that, g being in C c , the functions h β * g are continuous and have their supports in a fixed compact set independent of /9, and h β *g->g uniformly. Then (3.1.1) gives the desired result.
We now proceed to prove our representation theorem. (ii) The proof of the converse follows from the fact (established during the proof of Theorem 2.5) that if K is a compact subset of (?, then the topology of D K (G) is stronger than that induced by A(G).
REMARK. Theorem 4.4 should be compared with Theoreme XXI, Chapitre 3, of Schwartz [11] .
Finally, we show that the apparently weak hypothesis that a continuous linear operator, commuting with convolution, maps C c into M implies the much stronger result that it maps L\ into L? oc [8] has shown that if G = R n and oo > p > g, then Z4 ~ {0} while if p ^ g and ^7^ <>o 1 L% is isomorphic to a certain space of tempered distributions, the operator T corresponding to the tempered distribution d being defined by
Tf=d*f (feS)
where S is the space of rapidly-decreasing C°° functions. For a general LCA group G, Hormander's proof goes through without change to show that L% -{0} if 00 > p > q and G is noncompact. We shall now show, as a corollary of Theorem 3.2, that his characterisation of L% for p ^ q can be established with the subspace of the tempered distributions being replaced by a certain subspace of the quasimeasures. For p = q, this subspace becomes a subspace of the pseudomeasures. Note. If p = q, the multipliers of type (p, q) are defined by convolution with the elements of a subspace of the pseudomeasures. This may be established by use of the Riesz Convexity Theorem and the fact that L\ = P(G). Another known result (Wendel [12] ) is that U = M bd .
5.2. In a recent research announcement [6] , Figa-Talamanca has given a characterisation of L% as the dual of a certain space of continuous functions which tend to zero at infinity. It is possible to deduce this result from Theorem 5.1.
